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Introduction
This document describes how Electronic Vehicle Identification (EVI) tags can be tested
with Voyantic Tagformance Pro. The paper also discusses some points that should be
taken into account in the tests.

2

Used System Components
Following items are used in the tests:
▪ Tagformance Pro (TF-HW-PRO)
▪ Hardware license 800 MHz – 1000 MHz (TF-HWL-UHF)
▪ Tag Designer Suite (TDS) and Application Development Suite (ADS) software
(TF-SW-TDS, TF-SW-ADS)
In the R&D lab in addition:
▪ C50 Measurement Cabinet with 4 antenna assembly, tag rotation table and
multiplexer (TF-AC-C50, TF-AC-4A50, TF-AC-ROT50, TF-AC-MX4)
▪ Reference Material Set (TF-AC-RMS)
▪ Tagged Item Grading Suite software (TF-SW-TGS)
In the field tests (entire car) in addition:
▪ Custom 4 antenna assembly (TF-AC-CUST)
▪ Multiplexer (TF-AC-MX4)
▪ High Power Kit (TF-HW-HPK2)
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Testing the EVI Tags
3.1

EVI Tags
EVI tags are typically either windshield tags or tags attached to a license plate. Both of
these locations have their own special features that should be taken into account.

3.1.1 Windshield Tags
Windshield tags are usually inside the car; they are attached to the windshield and read
through the windshield.
▪

Windshield causes detuning: if the antenna is touching the windshield or is located
very close to it, the windshield causes detuning. Details depend on the windshield
type. Most windshields are multilayered structures made of layers of tempered glass
and plastic, and the windshields have different thicknesses. Detuning effect is
slightly different depending on the exact structure. The tag should have enough detuning margin to work correctly with all intended windshields.

▪

Some (high end) windshields may absorb, resonate with or even block RF signals.
If the windshield has embedded conductive components - such as other antennas or
heating wires - they may resonate with RFID signal. These typically weaken the
signal going through the windshield, possibly blocking some polarization plane.
If the windshield has an embedded conductive layer, the layer will block RFID signal
entirely. In this case, the only way to enable RFID use is to include an opening on
the conductive material to the position of the RFID tag. Size and shape of the
opening and how it interacts with RFID signal defines the RFID performance.

▪

Car body shapes vary, but almost always the materials (for example in car hoods)
reflect RF signals. These reflections effect on path losses forward and reverse.
Reflections may amplify signal to certain angles and distances; and decrease signal
strength to other angles and distances.

3.1.2 License Plate Tags
License plates are usually metal, and license plate tags should therefore be designed
for on-metal use. Location is relatively close to ground and tags are exposed to various
weather conditions.
▪

Because the tags are exposed to weather conditions, a good amount of durability is
required. Quite often the tags are encapsulated on plastic case. Tag’s tuning may
also be effected by dirt and ice on the tag.

▪

When the tags are read, the signals can be reflected or absorbed by ground.
The path loss between the tag and the reader varies depending on the exact
reading location.
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▪

3.2

Car’s body parts cause reflections to the RF signal. Reflections may amplify signal
to certain angles and distances; and decrease signal strength to other angles and
distances.

EVI Tag Tests
3.2.1 Tag Sensitivity and Tuning – Testing in the Lab
The sensitivity baseline and tag tuning can be tested with Threshold Sweep or with
Read Range test of the Voyantic Tagformance. The picture below shows two tags with
different tuning approaches; a narrowly tuned tag operating on 915 MHz, and a widely
tuned tag operating from 840 MHz to 950 MHz.

The sensitivity and tuning should be tested with actual windshield material, preferably
even with a few different samples. This gives a view on how much the tuning varies on
different types of windshields.
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3.2.2 Tests on Car
Testing the tag on a car includes the effects of the car to the performance. Instead of
the tag performance, the results are about performance of the tagged car (tagged item).
Use the select command in the tests to ensure that you are getting results from the
correct tag.
Sensitivity and Tuning: Verify the tuning and sensitivity levels (read range) with the tag
on the car. If possible, simulate also effects of dirt and frost.
Polarization: Some technologies embedded to windshields may change the
performance on some polarization planes. For finding out the effects, position the tag to
different angles against the window. Also, position the reader antennas always to
matching polarization and check if and how the performance varies. Use Threshold
Sweep or Read Range test.

Picture 1. Test the tag in different polarizations, using matching antenna polarization.

Tag Positioning: Reflections are different in different tag positions. Move the tag
around in possible mounting positions and check how much the performance varies.
Use Read Range test and Threshold Sweep.

Picture 2. Test the tag in different positions for finding out effects of tag positions.
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Reading Angle: The reader antenna mounting in applications (like e.g. road tolls,
parking gates etc.) vary. Also, when the reader antennas are mounted in different
positions, the read angle also changes. Test the EVI tag performance in different
angles. Use the 4 antenna assembly and the multiplexer for varying the vertical angle.
In laboratory tests, use the rotation table to test the orientation sensitivity of the tag.
With vehicle tests, turn the antenna assembly to different angles around the car hood.
Test with Threshold Sweep or Read Range test in different angles. Utilize the Scripter
of the Tagged item Grading Suite to automate the tests.

Picture 3. Turn the 4 antenna assembly around the car for testing the sensitivity to
orientation.

Test Commands: Some vehicle tags use special command or protocols (e.g. EPC
G2V2 crypto commands, GB T/29678, SINIAV, Artefato, etc.). You can create these test
commands, and use them in performance tests with the Custom command interfaces.
Basic commands such as query, read, write and select are included to the Tagformance
TDS and ADS software suites.
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3.2.3 Field Test – Final Verification
Test with the antenna that would be used in the actual vehicle identification system.
Utilize the Response Test for finding the optimal reading angle, and for finding out how
much power margin there is in the system.
▪ Use High Power Kit and antenna that would be used in the real application
▪ Set the Response Test to follow threshold and start the test
▪ Keep the antenna at a distance that would be typical for the real application
▪ Move the antenna to different angles and positions
▪ At each position, record how much power is needed from the reader. Compare the
value to the reader’s maximum power output. Check that the system has enough
power margin at all reading angles. Estimate required margin by analyzing variation
in tag manufacturing quality and in possible variation in conditions: At least 3dB
margin should be reserved.

Picture 4. Response Test. About 23 dBm power needed. Reader has 33dBm max
power output, 10dB margin (=good)
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